Researchers expect instant answers to critical questions. Ovid offers two solutions that connect users with Ovid full text, non-Ovid resources in your content library, as well as relevant Internet resources outside of your library system.

Both solutions improve your users' experience, offering not only direct full text linking service from PubMed but also from all other OpenURL compliant platforms. And both options offer Ovid's award-winning customer support to help you with implementation, customization and maintenance along the way.

**Ovid Linksolver**

Ovid LinkSolver expands the power of linking to a wide variety of online resources, while giving you complete administrative flexibility in defining, organizing and displaying links for your institution. Comprehensive, easy to use and administer, it provides a user-friendly solution for defining the scope of your electronic resources.

- Flexible, easy to use administrative interface
- Customize interface with your institution’s branding
- Ovid hosted platform requiring no maintenance
- OpenURL compliant resolver supporting outbound and inbound linking including linking to UpToDate, PubMed, CINAHL, Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar
- Predefined link templates to primary publishers and aggregators, document delivery services, OPACs, Internet resources and more
- Linksolver includes a fully-branded AZ service for holdings browsing, searching and linking

**Ovid Discovery LinkResolver**

For accounts already using Ovid Discovery, the Ovid Discovery LinkResolver allows users to move from platform to platform seamlessly. An OpenURL resolver is included, requiring no additional implementation.

Ovid Discovery is the next generation complete discovery-to-delivery solution, providing your users with a single-search, one-stop-shop solution for all their research needs. Increase awareness and usage of eResources across your library and other external content, covering more than 100 million biomedical resources.

**Ovid Discovery offers:**

- Web-scale search with the most precise medical searching functionally with MeSH-controlled vocabulary thesaurus
- Full customizable Library’s Web Site, a central portal homepage consolidates all your library resources and services into one place
- A-Z: Library e-resources gateway
- eTOC alerts system for over 16,000 journals

For additional information please contact [sales@ovid.com](mailto:sales@ovid.com).